Please Note: That the NVR is connected to the Router with an Ethernet Cable. Also the Cameras are connected to the NVR and the PoE switch with Ethernet Cables.

Remote Access Via Smart Phone → Internet → Modem → Wireless Router → Router → PoE Switch → Dart HD+ 4mm Fixed Lens SKU: BF4MP → Dart 1080P 4mm Fixed Lens SKU: BF2MP → Local Access Via Smart Phone

Remote Access Via Tablet → Internet → Modem → Wireless Router → Router → PoE Switch → Dart HD+ 4mm Fixed Lens SKU: BF4MP → Dart 1080P 4mm Fixed Lens SKU: BF2MP → Local Access Via Tablet

Remote Access → Internet → Modem → Wireless Router → Router → PoE Switch → Dart HD+ 4mm Fixed Lens SKU: BF4MP → Dart 1080P 4mm Fixed Lens SKU: BF2MP → Local Access